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Forgotten Books, United States, 2015. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 229 x 152 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Excerpt from The United States and
Pangermania For twenty-two years before the frightful struggle let loose upon the world by
Prussianized Germany, I spent all my time and all that I could command of resources and
intelligence in studying the Pangerman conspiracy by means of systematic investigations which
took me into one hundred and seventy-seven cities of Europe, America, and Asia. It was my hope
that by exposing the German plans I might give a timely enough warning of the approaching
danger to make it possible that fitting action could avert war. I did not succeed in gaining a hearing
from those whom it was necessary to convince in Europe; but the long continuance and persistence
of my efforts, evidenced by the works I published before 1914, prove conclusively that I am a man of
peace, for I have done everything in my power to prevent war. Continuing my task in the same
spirit, it is my wish at least to contribute toward the ending of this appalling conflict on such
conditions that it can never be...
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This pdf is definitely not straightforward to get started on studying but extremely exciting to see. It generally does not charge an excessive amount of. Your
lifestyle period is going to be convert once you full looking over this publication.
-- Elliott Rem pel MD-- Elliott Rem pel MD

The publication is simple in read easier to comprehend. It really is rally interesting throgh looking at time period. I found out this book from my i and dad
suggested this pdf to discover.
-- Sha kir a  K unde-- Sha kir a  K unde
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